TOUGHMATE MOBILITY SOLUTIONS
Solution-oriented ergonomic accessories designed specifically for Toughbook.
Toughmate accessories have been helping people use their
Toughbook devices more efficiently for almost 20 years.
We provide Always-On cases, handles, straps, harnesses
and other mobile accessories.

CF-20 MOBILITY BUNDLE

Toughmate accessories undergo rigorous testing and approval
by Panasonic’s engineering team. This allows us to give you the
same high level of quality, durability and reliability as you expect
from your Toughbook devices.
Our products are engineered to fit your specific Toughbook
product and enhance both ease of transport and use.
Most Toughmate products are fully customisable and
can also be embroidered with your company logo.
Toughmate is distributed globally — exclusively through
Panasonic and available wherever Toughbook products are sold.
See Toughbook.eu for more details and a complete product listing.

CF-XZ6 PORTFOLIO

FZ-F1 / FZ-N1 SLIM HOLSTER

FZ-G1

FZ-F1 / FZ-N1

The FZ-G1 family of Toughmate accessories provides
a wide range of mobility and ergonomic options,
no matter what your need is. These include handle,
shoulder, leg and X-Straps. There is even a user
harness option.

The FZ-F1 / FZ-N1 family of Toughmate accessories
provide many features for helping the user keep their
device close, accessible, and protected. Our ergonomic,
durable hand straps have you covered.
Our Holster and Slim Holster allow for secure and
protected portability. With choices that include a belt,
an adjustable belt loop for use with your own belt,
and an optional shoulder strap, our products work
with any budget.

In addition, the Portfolio, Always-On case and
KV DuraStrap bundle gives you even more ways
to use your FZ-G1 device.

CF-20 / FZ-A2

FZ-B2 / FZ-M1
The FZ-B2 / FZ-M1 Toughmate Always-On case
is designed with screen protection and easel
functionality for easy typing and presenting.
Comes standard with hand and shoulder straps.
The case accommodates most configurations,
including the optional user harness.

CF-20 / FZ-A2 accessories are a tough, sleek, and
lightweight complement to your Toughbook CF-20
or FZ-A2. The choices are numerous. The FZ-A2
Always-On case provides screen protection and
easel functionality with all the time protection and
portability. The CF-20 Mobility Bundle enables
efficient, convenient portability.

Our holster works with the OEM hand strap and
most other configurations. It comes complete with
a shoulder strap and belt, so the user can choose
what works best for them.

Most accessories also accommodate the optional user
harness which brings further flexibility, in the form
of wearable, hands-free functionality.

POPULAR TOUGHMATE SOLUTIONS
SKU

DESCRIPTION

SKU

DESCRIPTION

PCPE-INFG1B1

Toughmate FZ-G1 Mobility Bundle

PCPE-INFUVA1

Toughmate User Harness

PCPE-INFG1A1

Toughmate FZ-G1 Always-On Case

PCPE-INFF1H1

Toughmate FZ-F1 / FZ-N1 Slim Holster

PCPE-INFG1X1

Toughmate FZ-G1 X-Strap

PCPE-INFTSTP

Toughmate FZ-F1 / FZ-N1 T-Strap

PCPE-INFA2AO

Toughmate FZ-A2 Always-On Case

PCPE-INFM1AO

Toughmate FZ-B2 / FZ-M1 Always-On Case

PCPE-INF20H1

Toughmate CF-20 Enhanced Rotating Hand Strap

PCPE-INFM1BH

Toughmate FZ-B2 / FZ-M1 Holster

PCPE-INF20B1

Toughmate CF-20 Mobility Bundle

PCPE-INFM1SS

Toughmate FZ-B2 / FZ-M1 Shoulder Strap

For full product listing and more detailed descriptions please contact your preferred Panasonic partner.

To learn more or to discuss your specific requirements, please contact:
ProServices@eu.panasonic.com

For more information about ProServices, please visit www.toughbook.eu/ProServices

